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a b s t r a c t 

The occurrence of an amorphous calcium phosphate layer covering the crystalline apatite core has been 

suggested to be an intrinsic feature of both bone mineral and synthetic biomimetic analogs. However, an 

exahustive quantitative picture of the amorphous-crystalline relationship in these materials is still miss- 

ing. Here, we present a multiple scale modelling that combines small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and 

synchrotron wide-angle X-ray total scattering (WAXTS) analyses to investigate the amorphous-crystalline 

spatial interplay in bone sample and biomimetic carbonated nano-apatites. SAXS analysis indicates the 

presence of a single morphology consisting of tiny nanoplates (NPLs) and provides a measure of their 

thickness (falling in the 3–5 nm range). WAXTS analysis was performed by developing atomistic models 

of apatite NPLs incorporating lattice strain, mostly attributed to the carbonate content, and calculating 

the X-ray patterns using the Debye Scattering Equation. Upon model optimization, the size and strain 

parameters of the crystalline platelets were derived and the amorphous component, co-existing with the 

crystalline one, separated and quantified (in the 23–33 wt% range). Notably, the thickness of the ap- 

atite core was found to exhibit nearly null (bone) or minor ( < 0.5 nm, biomimetic samples) deviations 

from that of the entire NPLs, suggesting that the amorphous material remains predominantly distributed 

along the lateral sides of the NPLs, in a core-crown-like arrangement. The lattice strain analysis indicates 

a significant stiffness along the c axis, which is comparable in bone and synthetic samples, and larger 

deformations in the other directions. 

Statement of Significance 

Current models of bone mineral and biomimetic nanoapatites suggest the occurrence of an amorphous 

layer covering the apatitic crystalline nanoplates in a core-shell arrangement. By combining X-ray scatter- 

ing techniques in the small and wide angle regions, we propose a joint atomic-to-nanometre scale mod- 

elling to investigate the amorphous-crystalline interplay within the nanoplates. Estimates are extracted 

for the thickness of the entire nanoplates and the crystalline core, together with the quantification of 

the amorphous fraction and apatite lattice strain. Based on the thickness matching, the location of the 

amorphous material mostly along the edges of the nanoplates is inferred, with a vanishing or very thin 

layer in the thickness direction, suggesting a core-crown-like arrangement, with possible implications on 

the mineral surface reactivity. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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1. Introduction 

The occurrence of a persistent amorphous layer covering the

nanocrystalline apatite core as an intrinsic feature of the mineral

component of bone is a long-debated subject. To date, there is a

wide consensus on that the mature mineral appears in the form

of thin platelets (1-5 nm) of apatite crystals [1–3] , having variable

width (10-40 nm) and length (20-100 nm), structurally resembling

hydroxyapatite of geological origin, Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 (OH) 2 , compared to

which various compositional and structural defects occur. These

defects include calcium and hydroxyl deficiencies [4] and a num-

ber of ionic substitutions (known to proceed via Ca 2 + replacement

or by anionic exchange), leading to peculiar lattice and structural

distortions unmet in the reference hydroxyapatite crystal phase.

Among the exogenous ions, CO 3 
2 – is by far the most abundant

(from 4% up to 9% by weight), typically replacing PO 4 
3 – groups (B-

type) but also OH 

− ions (A-type), and likely being the most critical

replacement in directing crystallization/dissolution processes [5–7] .

The current and most accredited view agrees with an addi-

tional non-apatitic environment, closely related to an hydrated

amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) phase, encapsulating the ap-

atite nanoplate in a core-shell structure [8–14] . Experimental evi-

dence of such structurally disordered coating (or non-apatitic en-

vironments) has been provided over the years by different and

complementary techniques including spectroscopy (solid-state nu-

clear magnetic resonance, SS-NMR, and infrared, IR, spectroscopies)

[8 , 11 , 13–15] , microscopy (particularly High-Resolution Transmis-

sion Electron Microscopy, HR-TEM) [9] and diffraction (the latter

based on either reciprocal or direct space methods of analysis, such

as the Radial Distribution Function) [11 , 16 , 17] . Aiming at clarifying

the nature, origin and time evolution of this ACP-like surface layer,

experiments have been carried out both on bone mineral (at the

earliest stages of formation and in the mature tissue) and on syn-

thetic biomimetic samples that mimic the crystal size, morphology

and carbonation content of the biogenic phase. 

Meanwhile, many parallel studies have highlighted the role of

an amorphous calcium phosphate precursor phase in the formation

of bone apatite and synthetic analogues [11 , 18–22] . Despite that

the amorphous-to-apatite transformation still needs to be fully un-

derstood, a dual scenario arose on the origin of the amorphous

layer, which might result from either a not-yet transformed frac-

tion of the ACP precursor or a persistent surface coating. More

precise knowledge has been raised progressively mainly by recon-

ciling the ACP-like nature with the surface properties of biogenic

and biomimetic apatite [12–14] . Such advances have great rele-

vance to the comprehension of the biomineralization mechanisms

and implications in bio-inspired materials preparation for a num-

ber of applications [23–25] . The nature of the surface is fundamen-

tal in controlling the chemical reactivity and the mineral ability to

bind proteins and molecules, involving a significant amount of wa-

ter molecules that are suggested to play a role in mediating the

mineral-organic matrix interactions and, recently, also in orienting

bone apatite platelets [11 , 26 , 27] . 

Nonetheless, providing a comprehensive quantitative picture

of the apatite-ACP core-shell system and the mutual extent of

the two components remains a difficult task, which stimulates

progress in developing new experimental and computational

tools. An amorphous 1-2 nm thick surface layer has been imaged

in synthetic apatite nanocrystals by ultra-high resolution TEM

[9] ; however, investigation of the amorphous coating by HRTEM

is rather uncommon because of the ACP instability under the

electron beam. Moreover, the information derived therefrom is

typically obtained on individual synthetic nanocrystals rather

than on their ensemble. (Semi)-quantitative models have been

proposed, based on NMR spectroscopies and chemical composition

considerations, pointing to a disordered hydrated surface layer
eaturing a high concentration of hydrogen phosphate anions,

oth in synthetically precipitated [8] and mature bone mineral

14] samples. The thickness of such layer was estimated to be

bout 10% of each linear crystal dimension in the synthetic mate-

ial (about 1 nm x 1 nm x 4 nm for a TEM-determined crystal size

f 10 nm x 10 nm x 40 nm). A slightly smaller absolute value (0.8

m) was determined for a 4 nm thick bone mineral particle by a

ombination of dedicated SS-NMR techniques [14] . 

With the present work, we propose a quantitative multi-

le scale approach combining small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

nalysis and synchrotron wide angle X-ray total scattering (WAXTS)

odelling, based on the Debye Scattering Equation (DSE) [28 , 29] .

y this combination we provide results at an unprecedented detail

evel that contributes to further clarify the subject. SAXS is cur-

ently a consolidated technique for investigating bone tissue and

ts heterogeneous hierarchical structure at the different levels of

rganization, particularly when used in scanning mode [20 , 30–32] .

AXS analysis greatly contributed to the determination of the size

nd morphology of the bone mineral [30 , 33–41] . However, the

echnique is blind to the atomic scale structure and, considering

lso the poor density contrast, ineffective to differentiate the

rystalline core from an amorphous shell of similar composition.

tomic-scale features are intrinsically accessed by wide-angle

-ray scattering methods. Indeed, X-ray and neutron powder

iffraction (XRPD/NPD) and the Rietveld refinement method

42–44] are commonly applied for characterizing bone/biomimetic

patite, addressing lattice parameters (varying with carbonation)

nd coherent domain extension. Recently reported scanning XRPD

45–49] and simultaneous SAXS/WAXS experiments [50–53] also

rovided interesting advances in terms of spatial and time evo-

ution of bone and engineered systems. In this regard, worth to

ention are scanning TEM studies and 3D tomographic recon-

truction of bone mineral at higher-level of organization, enabling

patial morphological variations of the mineral and its association

ith the organic matrix to be visualized, eventually suggesting

hat platelets form upon merging of acicular apatite nanocrystals

54 , 55] . 

Synchrotron data collected in WAXTS mode enable the strict

ontrol (and safe removal) of all extra-sample scattering contri-

utions and allow the total (Bragg and diffuse) scattering from

he sample to be accounted for, by either reciprocal-space pattern

odelling (via the DSE method) or the (more popular) Radial or

air Distribution Function analysis of the Fourier-transformed sig-

al in direct space [56 , 57] . Using the DSE approach, the scattering

rom the defective apatite core and the ACP-like shell can be disen-

angled and quantitatively treated [21] . However, their mutual spa-

ial relationships cannot be directly assessed. Moreover, since the

SE-based analysis relies on atomistic models of nanocrystals inte-

rating also size and shape details (jointly to crystal structure and

efects), multiple atomic-to-nanometer scale information is simul-

aneously provided. Despite of such great advantage, DSE-based

ethods have rarely been considered in the field of biomineraliza-

ion [21] , owing to their intrinsically high computational cost. Re-

ent advances in this regard have opened new perspectives [29 , 58] .

We have performed a combined SAXS/WAXTS analysis relying

n forefront modelling of both types of data, here developed on

 powdered rabbit bone and two biomimetic nano-apatites. The

ynthetic materials were selected based on their carbonate con-

ent close to the bone mineral level. The study includes the con-

truction of atomistic models of highly defective apatite nanoplates

NPLs), calculations based on a fast implementation of the De-

ye scattering equation and independent in-depth analysis of SAXS

 Section 3.2 ) and WAXTS ( Section 3.3 ) data. Implications of the

esults presented in this work in bone mineralization and in the

eld of synthetic analogues are briefly introduced ( Section 3.4 ). For

one, results refer to average properties of the mineral component
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c  
nd disregard spatial variations (either chemical or morphological)

ue to the hierarchical bone organization [55 , 59] . 

. Materials and Methods 

.1. Materials and sample preparation 

Rabbit Bone sample. No animals used in this research were sacri-

ced for research purposes. Femur bone of a young (8 months old)

abbit was obtained from a slaughterhouse. The femur was repeat-

dly washed with pure ethanol and ultrapure water, then carefully

illed until obtaining a fine powder. The sample was stored at -18

C before being used for WAXTS data collection. 

Synthetic samples. All materials were commercially available

nd used without further purification. Calcium chloride dihydrate

CaCl 2 ·2H 2 O, BioXtra, ≥99.0 % pure), anhydrous di-potassium hy-

rogen phosphate (K 2 HPO 4 , ACS reagent, ≥98.0), sodium carbon-

te (Na 2 CO 3 , BioXtra, ≥99.0 % pure) and anhydrous di-ammonium

ydrogen phosphate ((NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 , ACS reagent, ≥98.0) were sup-

lied by Sigma-Aldrich. Two biomimetic samples (cAp1 and cAp2)

xhibiting carbonate contents comparable to that in bone min-

ral were selected, the preparation of which varied in the phos-

hate salt and maturation time. Two aqueous solutions (1:1 v/v,

00 mL total) of (i) 0.2 M CaCl 2 ·2H 2 O and (ii) 0.1 M Na 2 CO 3 + 0.12

 K 2 HPO 4 (sample labelled cAp1) or (NH 4 ) 2 HPO 4 (sample labelled

Ap2) were mixed at room temperature. The mixture was intro-

uced in a glass bottle sealed with a screw cap (Duran) and heated

t 37 °C for 24 h (cAp1) and 96 h (cAp2). Powders precipitated at

 minutes for the synthetic condition of cAp2 were also prepared

s reference for the fully amorphous material. The resulting solids

ere collected by centrifugation (10 min at 50 0 0 rpm), washed

ith water (1 × 100 mL, 1 × 50 mL), freeze-dried (LyoQuest, Telstar,

pain) and stored at room temperature. 

.2. Materials characterization 

.2.1. Compositional, spectroscopic and microscopic characterization 

The chemical composition (Ca, P, Na and K) of the synthetic

amples was quantified by Inductively coupled plasma optical

mission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Perkin-Elmer OPTIMA 8300, at

he Centre of Scientific Instrumentation, University of Granada,

IC-UGR). 20 mg of each sample were dissolved in 2 mL of ultra-

ure nitric acid and then diluted up to 100 mL with Milli-Q wa-

er. The emission wavelengths were 317.93 nm (Ca), 213.62 nm (P),

89.59 nm (Na) and 766.49 nm (K). Carbon (C) content was quanti-

ed by a Thermo Scientific Flash 20 0 0 Organic Elemental Analyzer

quipped with a microbalance (XP6, Mettler Toledo, CIC-UGR). 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) data were col-

ected with a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrophotometer. 2 mg of the

ample were mixed with 150 mg of KBr and pressed to form a pill.

he spectra were collected with a spectral resolution of 2 cm 

−1 by

ccumulating 32 scans in the 40 0 0–450 cm 

−1 range. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were collected

ith a LIBRA 120 PLUS (Carl Zeiss SMT) operating at 120 kV. Syn-

hesized nanoparticles were carefully dispersed in ethanol with ul-

rasound and then few drops were deposited on 200 mesh copper

rids covered with thin amorphous carbon films. 

.2.2. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 

SAXS measurements were performed at the in-house instru-

ent at Aarhus University [60] , equipped with a rotating Cu anode,

 side-by-side Montel multilayer mirrors (monochromatizing and

ocusing the beam) and a Bruker AXS Vantec 500 detector. Thin

ayers of the sample powders were picked up by matte acetate

cotch tape and mounted in the beam in the integrated vacuum of

he SAXS instrument. A piece of the same tape was measured and
ubtracted as background. The data treatment was done using the

n-house developed SUPERSAXS program package (C.L.P. Oliveira

nd J.S. Pedersen, unpublished). Conventional SAXS analysis was

arried out by calculating the scattered intensity of the biomimetic

nd bone samples as the product of a disc form factor, 〈 P (Q ) 〉
33] and a structure factor S(Q ) . A random-phase approximation

RPA) was used for accounting for concentration effects [61] .

etails on SAXS data collection, reduction and modelling are

rovided as Supplementary Methods. 

.2.3. Synchrotron wide angle X-ray total scattering (WAXTS) 

haracterization 

WAXTS experiments were performed at the X04SA-MS beam-

ine of the Swiss Light Source (Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, CH)

62] , by loading powders of bone, cAp1 and cAp2 in glass capil-

aries (Ø = 0.5 mm, 0.01 nm thick walls). The beam energy was

et at 16 keV (biomimetic samples) and 22 keV (bone). Raw data

ere corrected for systematic errors (zero-position and offsets)

nd absorption effects; scattering contributions from capillary

nd environment were independently collected and subtracted

y taking wall capillary and sample absorption into account, as

escribed in the Supplementary Methods. The Debye scattering

quation (DSE) [28 , 29 , 57 , 63] was used to model WAXTS and SAXS

ata. Atomistic models of Ca deficient apatite nanoplates (NPLs)

ere generated, from which the total X-ray scattering pattern in

eciprocal space (both Bragg and diffuse intensities) was com-

uted. Details of the equation are provided as Supplementary

ethods. The DSE models used for SAXS and WAXTS analysis of

one and biomimetic samples are described in the Results section,

here strengths and shortcomings are also discussed. For the bone

ample, Rietveld analysis was also performed using the software

OPAS Academic Program V.6 (A. Coelho, 2016, Coelho Software,

risbane, Australia) and the phenomenological approach based

n spherical harmonics to model needle shaped crystals and an

nisotropic strain obeying the hexagonal crystal symmetry. Details

re provided in the Supplementary Methods. 

.2.4. Statistical analysis 

Standard uncertainties or estimated standard deviations (esd’s)

f values quoted in the Tables are obtained as follows. For the

hemical compositions, Ca, P, K and Na content was measured

hree times in each sample. Esd’s are provided in Table S1. For con-

entional SAXS analysis, model parameters optimization was per-

ormed using weighted least-squares methods, as detailed in the

upplementary Methods. A maximum of five parameters were re-

ned against 520 (cAp1 and cAp2) or 260 (bone) data points [I(Q)

alues]. The corresponding esd’s are provided in the pertinent Ta-

les ( Table 1 and Table S2). For the DSE analysis, model parame-

ers optimization was performed using the Simplex method, as de-

ailed in the Supplementary Methods. For SAXS-DSE analysis up to

our parameters were refined against 440 (cAp1, cAp2) data points.

or WAXTS-DSE analysis, up to 11 parameters were adjusted using

9430 (bone) and 30550 (cAp1, cAp2) data points. Both structural

mainly isotropic thermal vibration and site occupancy factors) and

icrostructural (size and shape) parameters were relaxed; two ad-

itional scale parameters were refined by least-squares. Esd’s of

odel parameters were calculated using the curvature of the χ2 

ypersurface about the minimum and are provided in the perti-

ent Tables ( Table 2 , Table 3 and Table S2). 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Analytical characterization of biomimetic samples 

Chemical analysis of the biomimetic samples (Table S1) indi-

ates Ca deficiency and/or phosphate substitutions (Ca/P = 1.64 in
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Table 1 

SAXS analysis based on a finite disc-shape model: number-based average thickness 

( T N ), its relative dispersion ( σ /T N ) and disc diameter ( D N ), according to either a 

Schulz-Zimm or a lognormal distribution function. The ν parameter describes con- 

centration effects; the coefficient ( P ) is the exponent of the power law used to 

describe aggregation effects at very low Q values in bone. Values in parentheses 

are the parameter uncertainties (esd’s) as derived by the least-squares optimization. 

DSE-based SAXS analysis for an atomistic disc-shape model considering polydisper- 

sity of T N jointly to either monodisperse ( mono ) or polydisperse ( poly ) D N values. 

Related esd’s are given in parentheses. 

Conventional T N (nm) σ /T N D N (nm) ν P χ 2 

Schulz-Zimm 

cAp1 2.29(2) 0.50(1) 43.8(1) 2.32(6) - 3.08 

cAp2 3.97(2) 0.45(6) 41.2(8) -0.35(2) - 3.73 

Bone 2.25(1) 0.73(2) 100.0 a 1.3(3) ·10 3 2.92(5) 6.26 

Lognormal 

cAp1 2.52(1) 0.53(1) 42.8(2) 2.35(6) - 3.47 

cAp2 4.26(1) 0.51(1) 41.2(9) -0.31(2) - 4.31 

DSE mono T N (nm) σ /T N D N (nm) σ /D N - χ 2 

cAp1 2.5(1) 0.35(1) 44.0 a 0.01 b 7.30 

cAp2 4.4(2) 0.47 c 50.0 a 0.01 b 3.64( ∗) 

DSE poly T N (nm) σ /T N D N (nm) σ /D N - χ 2 

cAp1 2.54(4) 0.53(2) 12.0 a 0.56 c 0.87( ∗) 

cAp2 4.4(1) 0.43 c 50.0 a 0.30 c 5.42 

a Fixed parameter, 
b constrained parameter, 
c esd < 10 −3 , ( ∗) best DSE model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Comparison of (mass-average) T M values from SAXS analysis ( T SAXS , measuring the 

thickness of the entire core-shell platelets) and from WAXTS analysis ( T Ap measur- 

ing the thickness of core apatite only, Ap ). T SAXS refers to the disc-shape model for 

bone (see Table S2) and to the average of all SAXS models for cAp1 and cAp2 (see 

Fig. 6 ); T Ap refers to the best model in Fig. 5 ; �T 1 = (T SAXS – T Ap ) . ACP wt% is ob- 

tained by WAXTS analysis (see text for details). 

Thickness SAXS vs WAXTS (Ap) ACP, wt% 

T SAXS , nm T Ap , nm �T 1 /2, nm �T 1 / T SAXS , % 

cAp1 3.09(1) 2.9(1) 0.09(5) 5.8 31.5 

cAp2 5.11(6) 4.33(2) 0.39(3) 15.3 23.3 

bone 3.71(3) 3.7(2) 0.0(1) 0.0 31.6 
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cAp1, 1.58 in cAp2), in line with typically reported values, and

CO 3 
2– contents (in the 6.45 – 7.40 wt% range) comparable to bone

levels [7] . FTIR spectra of cAp1 and cAp2 (Fig. S1) show the typical

PO 4 
3– vibrational modes of apatite: the triply degenerated mode

( ν3 PO 4 ) at ∼1032 cm 

−1 with shoulders at 1046 cm 

−1 and 1087

cm 

−1 , the symmetric stretching mode ( ν1 PO 4 ) at 962 cm 

−1 and

the triply degenerated bending mode ( ν4 PO 4 ) at 561 cm 

−1 , 574

cm 

−1 (shoulder) and 602 cm 

−1 [64] . CO 3 
2– vibrational modes are

found at 1450 cm 

−1 , 1409 cm 

−1 and at 871 cm 

−1 , indicating the

partial substitution of PO 4 
3– by carbonate ions in the apatite crys-

tal lattice (B-type), at 1472 cm 

−1 (due to CO 3 
2– replacing PO 4 

3–

ions without an adjacent OH 

–), with very minor OH 

– groups (A-

type) replacement (weak shoulders at 1495 cm 

−1 and 1525 cm 

−1 

are found in cAp2) [3] . TEM images of cAp1 and cAp2 (Fig. S1)

show the platy-like morphology of the precipitated particles in

both samples. Larger aggregates are observed in cAp1. A thorough

investigation of the nanoparticle morphology was carried out by

SAXS analysis. 

3.2. Nanoparticle size and morphology by SAXS analysis 

SAXS analysis was used to access reliable information about the

morphology and size of the mineral particles regardless of their

amorphous or crystalline nature. In bone, information about the

collagen matrix has been disregarded (the much lower electron

density and the high degree of mineralization of the bone sample

make it nearly negligible) and our analysis focusses only on the
Table 2 

Size and strain results from the best selected WAXTS-DSE NPL model o

b/a = 7 (cAp2). Mass-based average thickness ( T Ap ), width ( W Ap ) and leng

Esd’s are in parentheses . Anisotropic strain parameters ( εa , εb , εc ) result

T Ap (nm) W Ap (nm) σ /T Ap = σ /W Ap L Ap (nm

bone 3.7(2) 38.6(1) 0.43(5) 24.6(3)

cAp1 2.87(1) 16.60(9) 0.33 a 17.8(3)

cAp2 4.33(1) 34.97(1) 0.46 a 18.00(5

a Esd < 10 −3 . 
ineral component. For the biomimetic materials, considering that

patite typically crystallizes in gradual stages of maturation from

 transient amorphous precursor (appearing as spheroidal parti-

les), for the powders of the present study co-existence of multiple

orphologies might be expected. In this regard, the presence of an

morphous fraction was certified by WAXTS analysis (as detailed in

ection 3.3 ) either in our biomimetic cAp1 and cAp2 or in the bone

amples. Therefore, SAXS analysis was also addressed to answer

he question whether particles in these samples appear with single

r distinct morphologies. The analysis was performed using a clas-

ical modelling originally developed for biological samples [33 , 37] ,

elying on analytical form factors, by assuming a constant electron

ensity within the geometrical envelope of each nanoparticle. An

lternative modelling based on the DSE method is additionally pre-

ented for cAp1 and cAp2. 

.2.1. Conventional SAXS analysis with disc-shape and thickness 

olydispersity 

Conventional SAXS analysis provided a distinctive platy mor-

hology of bone and biomimetic samples, therefore excluding the

ccurrence of other morphologies. Information on the average

hickness ( T ) was obtained through a finite disc-shape model hav-

ng much larger and monodisperse diameter ( D ); polydispersity of

 was introduced according to either a Schulz-Zimm or lognormal

istribution [65] and concentration effects treated according to the

PA structure factor model [33] . For the bone sample, a power

aw scattering was also included to describe the scattering at the

owest angles. Model parameters adjusted by least-squares meth-

ds against experimental data are provided in Table 1 , where sizes

re given as number-based averages (mass-based values are avail-

ble in Table S2). Fig. 1 a shows the corresponding best fits from

he Schulz-Zimm distribution. Notably, the average disc thickness

aries in the 2.3–4.0 nm range for the three samples, with moder-

te to large polydispersity ( σ / T ≥ 45%). The thickness in bone is

n line with the values reported for different animals using a simi-

ar model [37] . The disc diameter in bone ( D ∼ 100.0 nm) is larger

han in synthetic apatite ( D ∼ 41.0 nm). The bone model using the

ognormal distribution lead to extremely large, unrealistic, thick-

ess dispersion ( σ / T ≥ 100%) and was discarded from subsequent

iscussion. The analysis also shows a striking difference between

iomimetic and biological samples in terms of concentration ef-

ects (measured by the ν parameter in Table 1 ), which is quite low
f apatite, corresponding to the b/a = 9 (bone), b/a = 5 (cAp1) and 

th ( L Ap ), relative dispersions ( σ /W = σ /T and σ /L ) and GoF values. 

 from the analysis shown in Fig. 4 . 

) σ L /L Ap εa (%) εb (%) εc (%) GoF 

 0.6(2) 0.9 0.5 0.4 3.37 

 0.74(4) 2.2 1.0 0.4 5.22 

) 0.55 a 1.5 1.0 0.3 6.96 
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Fig. 1. (a, b, e) SAXS data (log-log scale, black dots) collected on bone and biomimetic apatite with: (a) best calculated curves from a finite disc-shape model and analytical 

form factors; (b) DSE best fit from atomistic disc models with mono- or polydisperse diameters for cAp1; (c, d) χ 2 vs diameter ( D N ) for the mono- (red diamonds) and 

polydisperse (blue diamonds) model for cAp1 and cAp2. Relative diameter dispersions ( σ N /D N ) are provided in Tables S3-S4. Insets show the number-based (dots) and mass- 

based (squares) thickness for the mono (red) and the poly (blue) models; (e) DSE best fits based on atomistic models of nanoplates; insets show the χ 2 (left y axis, blue 

diamonds), thickness and standard deviation (right y axis, number/mass averages as red dots/squares) vs b/a ratio. The length of the entire vertical bars corresponds to the 

standard deviation ( σT ) of the thickness distribution function and not to the thickness uncertainty. Signals in (b) are shifted upwards for sake of clarity. 
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n both cAp1 ( ν = 2.3, repulsive) and cAp2 ( ν = –0.35, attractive)

66] in comparison to the much larger repulsive value ( ν = 1285) 

btained for bone, likely due to dense packing on the highly min-

ralized collagen matrix (details are given in the Supplementary

ethods). The analysis indicates opposite particle interactions in
he two biomimetic samples. We hypothesize that the different be-

aviour may be driven by the synthesis conditions of cAp1 and

Ap2, respectively, relying on diverse phosphate salts and matu-

ation time, also affecting the crystal size and amorphous quantifi-

ation ( vide infra ). 
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3.2.2. SAXS analysis based on the DSE method 

DSE-based analysis of SAXS data relying on atomistic construc-

tion of nanocrystals has recently emerged as a complementary tool

for the morphological characterization of a number of nanomate-

rials of technological interest [67–69] . Indeed, even though atomic

scale features of nanocrystals do not contribute to the theoretical

scattering curve in the Q range of SAXS data, the DSE method en-

ables a fruitful combination of SAXS and WAXTS modelling, pro-

vided that concentration/aggregation effects can be reasonably ne-

glected in the low- Q range (the case of highly diluted suspensions

of nanoparticles) as customarily done in the high- Q range. One of

the main advantages is the handling of the same size discretization

(and size distribution laws) of the atomistic model that facilitates

the direct comparison of size and morphological parameters from

the small to the wide angle. Such advantage can be easily seen

in the recent characterization of CdSe colloidal quantum dots, in

which a unified atomistic model was used to fit both WAXTS and

SAXS data [69] . 

In the present work, the DSE modelling of SAXS data was per-

formed within a non-interfering model approximation of nanopar-

ticles. Because of this limitation, it was only applicable (over the

0.014 – 0.33 Å 

−1 Q -range) for the biomimetic cAp1 and cAp2 sam-

ples, but unfeasible for bone apatite, due to the massive concen-

tration effects occurring in the latter ( Table 1 ). Atomistic models of

Ca deficient apatite having two different platy morphologies have

been considered: 1) a disc-shape model, where polydispersity was

introduced for both thickness and diameter according to a bivariate

lognormal distribution. This analysis provided interesting compari-

son with the classical analysis, where only thickness polydispersity

was considered; 2) a prismatic nanoplate model (NPL) enabling di-

rect comparison with the morphological model used for apatite in

WAXTS analysis. 

Disc-shape model with thickness and diameter polydispersity. Disc-

shaped apatite particles were generated by considering cylindric

nanocrystals with two independent growth directions, one along

the thickness T (running parallel to the c axis, with size discretiza-

tion of one unit cell, i.e. 6.88 Å) and one in the ab plane (by ra-

dial increase of the diameter D of the cylindric base, with size dis-

cretization of 9.92 Å). DSE patterns were calculated for cAp1 and

cAp2 in the SAXS region. Starting T values were provided by the

conventional analysis ( Section 3.2.1 ), while a grid of D spanning

the 10–70 nm range was considered. For each initial ( D , T ) com-

bination, differences between the calculated vs experimental pat-

terns were minimized by relaxing the (number-based average) T

and the standard deviations of T and D ( σT and σ D ) according to

a bivariate lognormal distribution function [21 , 70] . While T and σT 

were always relaxed, D and σ D underwent two parallel strategies,

one constraining σ D /D to ≤1% (labelled as the mono strategy) and

the other one relaxing the diameter polydispersity ( σ D /D to ≥ 20

%, labelled as the poly strategy). 

Fig. 1 b shows the best fits for cAp1 corresponding to the min-

ima of χ2 vs D displayed in Fig. 1 c for the two strategies. Inter-

estingly, the poly strategy allowed a lower χ2 to be found at the

smaller D = 12.0 nm, in combination with σ D /D ≈ 50% ( χ2 
poly =

0.87 vs χ2 
mono = 7.30). However, when constraining the disc to

nearly monodisperse diameters, the DSE modelling converged to

a value of D = 50.0 nm, close to that provided by the conventional

analysis (42.8 nm). We note that larger D combines with progres-

sively narrower σ D /D values (Tables S3), which further clarifies the

result of conventional (relying on monodisperse diameters) vs DSE-

based approaches. 

For the cAp2 sample ( Fig. 1 d), the mono and poly strategies con-

verged towards nearly equal best models featuring D ≈ 50 nm,

driven by the low diameter polydispersity ( σ D /D ≈ 1% vs σ D /D ≈
20%, respectively) that is well described by both models. Worth of
ote, T is nearly unaffected by the applied strategy, as noticeable in

he insets of Figs. 1 c and 1 d. Owing to the T polydispersity, differ-

nces must be considered regarding the number- ( T N ) and mass-

ased ( T M 

) averages. For cAp1 such deviation results in T N ∼ 2.8

m and T M 

∼ 3.3 nm; for cAp2, T N ∼ 4.3 nm and T M 

∼ 5.3 nm.

he complete numerical outcome of these calculations is available

n Tables S3-S4. Results for the best mono and poly DSE models of

Ap1 and cAp2 are collected in Table 1 . We observe that the dif-

erent disc-shape models provide strongly homogeneous T values;

lightly thinner discs are obtained by the Schulz-Zimm distribution

ompared to the lognormal cases. Though the deviations are very

iny (the absolute difference never exceeds 0.3 nm for T N and 0.6

m for T M 

), the systematic effect, however, suggests a minimal de-

endence of T on the polydispersity function. 

rismatic nanoplatelet model. A nanoplate model having distinct

nd polydisperse width and length is beyond the capability of

AXS modelling due to the low information content of the data. In

rder to manage such a complex model and other computational

ssues, restraints from WAXTS analysis were applied and reason-

ble simplifications introduced, as follows: (i) we built the NPLs

y conventionally adopting the same mutual orientation of apatite

tructure vs the platy morphology used in WAXTS analysis ( vide

nfra ); accordingly, width ( W ) and length ( L ) of NPLs were pre-

ssigned by aligning them to the b and c crystallographic axes, re-

pectively, with the thickness ( T ) lying 30 ° off the a axis (in line

ith the hexagonal symmetry of apatite structure, as shown in the

nset of Fig. 1 e and Fig. 2 ); (ii) we adopted a super-cell with fixed

 / W aspect ratio in the ab plane and (iii) grew prismatic NPLs by

tacking the super-cell along two independent directions, one in

he ab plane and the other one in the orthogonal direction, along

he c axis. A bivariate distribution of D ab (the diameter of the cir-

le of equivalent area to the parallelogram in the ab plane, from

hich T and W are extracted) and L c was used as a simplification

f a way too complex, though more appropriate, tri-variate distri-

ution [21] . 

NPLs with different supercell aspect ratios (from b/a = 5 to

/a = 9) were put in competition using suitable restraints, with the

im of obtaining values of T , W and L, to be evaluated jointly from

he WAXTS data. As initial size parameters, D ab were derived by

ombining the T N values in Table 1 with the pertinent b/a ratio

nd L c from WAXTS analysis (providing the coherent length along

he c axis). D ab , σ Dab , L c , σ Lc (describing the bivariate population

f NPLs) were then relaxed during the SAXS optimization process,

ith the apatite L c from WAXTS used as the lower limit for the

PL lateral sizes. From the refined parameters, the NPL average di-

ensions T X , W X and L X (with X = N for number- and X = M for

ass-based values) and relative dispersions were calculated; these

alues are synoptically collected in Tables S5 (cAp1) and S7 (cAp2)

or the different b/a ratios. 

Fig. 1 e summarizes the most interesting results of the NPL

odel for cAp1 and cAp2. These include the calculated SAXS

urves (at b/a = 7) and, as insets, the χ2 and thickness behaviour

s b/a ratio. The insets show the substantial invariance of T N and

 M 

upon changing the NPL lateral sizes. 

T M 

are in very good agreement with the disc-shape model(s);

lightly lower (model-dependent) T N values (2.0 nm vs 2.5 in

Ap1 and 3.8 nm vs 4.4 nm in cAp2) are found. In contrast to

he thickness, the larger lateral sizes of the NPLs appear less

obust ( W N = 20.7 nm for cAp1 and W N = 38.6 nm for cAp2, at

/a = 9). This is also suggested by the rather flat behaviour of the
2 curves upon increasing the width, at b/a ≥ 6. As per the NPL

ength, values are rather unaffected by the b/a ratio ( L M 

∼ 17 nm

or cAp1, L M 

∼ 32 for cAp2). In this respect, being SAXS “blind”

o the atomic scale, the structure-morphology orientation cannot
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Fig. 2. X-ray synchrotron data of bone (black trace) and DSE calculations of apatite nanocrystals shaped as rods (with W N = T N ) and platelets (at fixed W N = 27 nm and 

length L N = 15 nm) with variable thickness. The unit cell axes of apatite clarify the orientation of the structure vs the nanocrystal morphology. Platelets having T N = 2.2 nm 

(blue trace) provide a pattern highly resembling the bone experimental pattern, rods of equal thickness (red trace) exhibit much broader peaks. 211 and 112 peaks of bone 

are smoothed out by lattice strain effects (see text for details). 
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e strictly derived by this analysis and switching of W and L must

lso be considered. 

.3. WAXTS/DSE analysis of nanocrystalline apatite 

X-ray synchrotron data collected on bone, cAp1 and cAp2 (Fig.

1) in the 1.4-14 Å 

−1 Q range, exhibit the typical features of the

anosized poorly crystalline biogenic mineral, showing substantial

eak broadening mingled to significant amount of diffuse scatter-

ng. In the wide-angle region, DSE allows both the Bragg and dif-

use scattering to be treated equally, based on atomistic models

hat convey both atomic (structure and defects) and nanometer

size and morphology) length scale features. 

Model construction of apatite nanocrystals and WAXTS-DSE

nalysis were performed according to three major indications. (1)

he clear platy morphology of the (poorly) crystalline apatite oc-

urring both in bone and biomimetic samples. According to re-

ent reports, the morphology of the synthetic materials (prepared

n the absence of organic additives) is likely to be attributed to

arbonation effects [7 , 21 , 37] . Based on DSE model calculations, in

ection 3.3.1 we discuss the peculiar X-ray pattern features result-

ng from relevant morphological aspects of apatite nanocrystals,

nabling the platy shape information to be extracted from WAXTS

nalysis. (2) The occurrence of additional peak broadening beyond

nite-size effects. The peculiar angle-dependence suggested that

his effect originated from lattice strain, likely due to the high

arbonate content [7 , 71] . By incorporating lattice distortion in the

tomistic model of apatite, as described in Section 3.3.2 , a quanti-

ative picture of lattice strain was retrieved and size- and strain-

roadening effects were properly disentangled. (3) Detection of an

morphous scattering component to the diffraction pattern, both in

he bone and biomimetic samples. Indeed, the strict control of the

xperiment, the safe subtraction of all extra-sample contributions

nd the DSE ability of modelling the entire scattering from the

ample, overall allow the diffuse scattering originating from apatite

omains to be separated from other sample scattering sources. This

s the case of the amorphous layer covering the crystalline core. In

his regard, since a reliable atomistic model of ACP (to be suitably

uxtaposed to the crystalline part) is unavailable to date, the exper-

mental WAXTS pattern of an ACP sample was added as a model
omponent accounting for the amorphous part (by neglecting in-

erference effects). The ACP signal was treated as a blank curve

uitably scaled to the WAXTS pattern jointly to the DSE signal of

he crystalline fraction. The scaled blank curve was fruitfully used

or the ACP quantification, upon normalization to electron units;

et, its mutual spatial relationship with the crystalline part cannot

e directly assessed by WAXTS. This issue is widely discussed in

ection 3.4 , where the quantitative results from SAXS and WAXTS

nalyses were suitably combined in a unified model. 

Concerning the scattering from the collagen matrix in the bone

ample, we show in Fig. S2 that such component can be disre-

arded in WAXTS modelling (as much as done in SAXS analysis),

wing to the fact that the scattering from the mineral (nanocrys-

alline and amorphous) dominates the total measured signal. 

.3.1. On the morphology of poorly crystalline apatite from 

AXTS-DSE analysis 

Following the atomistic model construction of NPLs described

n Section 3.2.2.2 for SAXS analysis , by varying the b/a ratio

he apatite nanocrystals can be shaped as elongated prisms with

exagonal base (when a = b ), or as platelets ( b/a > 1) , progressively

ider upon increasing the b / a ratio and breaking the hexagonal

tructural symmetry. The way the two distinct morphologies (rod

nd plate) influence the wide-angle X-ray pattern of apatite has

een here explored through DSE calculations, taking the diffrac-

ion pattern of the bone mineral (black trace in Fig. 2 ) and its

hickness, provided by SAXS analysis ( T N = 2.2 nm, see Table 1 )

s reference. We show, in Fig. 2 , the calculations for populations

f hexagonal rods and platelets, at variable average thickness; the

anocrystals of the different populations share the same length

long the c axis ( L N = 15 nm), same width ( W N = 27.0 nm) for

latelets, and same size dispersion ( ∼50%) along all dimensions.

n order to highlight pure morphological effects, ideal defect-free

anocrystals have been used for the comparison, being lattice

istortion effects treated in the next section. 

We focus on those peaks mostly influenced by either the

hickness of platelets/rods (30 ° off the a axis, in our NPL model),

ainly 300 but also 210 and 202 reflections, or their width (run-

ing parallel to the b axis), namely 210, 211 and 112 reflections, at

onstant NPLs length. We notice that hexagonal rods with equal
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Fig. 3. (a) WAXTS data of the cAp1 (black trace) with over-imposed DSE calculated curves obtained using an unstrained model (red trace), an isotropic strain model with 

εs = 1.0% (blue trace) and an anisotropic strain model (green trace) with εa 	 = εb 	 = εc (see text for details); residual profiles of each model are shown at the bottom (using 

the same colour code). Sizes of apatite platelets for the calculated curves and relative dispersion are collected in Table 2 ; (b) blow-up of the 002 peak suggesting the need 

of an anisotropic strain model. 
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( T N = 2.2 nm) or larger ( T N = 3.2 nm) thickness than in bone result

in broader or even vanishing peaks, whereas detectable effects on

the “thickness-sensitive” reflections are obtained by equal small

variations of the NPLs thickness ( ± 1 nm), enabling the bone pat-

tern features to be reproduced. Likewise, owing to the extended

NPLs width, the pertinent reflections (2.2 – 2.3 Å 

−1 Q -range)

become sharper and more intense and appear angularly resolved.

However, we show in Fig. S3 that this feature is not significantly

affected by further widening the platelets above ∼10 nm, making

the NPLs width the weakest morphological parameter determined

by WAXTS-DSE analysis. Moreover, distinct 211 and 112 peaks are

not observed in the bone trace; such discrepancy can be recovered

by introducing lattice strain broadening ( Fig. 3 a). In summary,

these findings suggest that peculiar morphological features of

apatite NPLs are encoded in the WAXTS patterns (despite of the

broad peaks), and that estimate of thickness, width (with some

limitation) and length can be retrieved through DSE analysis of

WAXTS data, upon suitable modelling. Whether the apatite platy

morphology may originate from merged acicular nanocrystals, fol-

lowing recent scanning TEM and 3D tomographic reconstructions,

cannot be ruled out [55] . Being our WAXTS data collected on ran-

domly oriented powders, information on higher-level assembly of

acicular nanocrystals into platelets is likely lost and thin platelets

remain the most appropriate detectable morphology of apatite

from WAXTS data. Accordingly, populations of NPLs (at different

b/a ratios) exhibiting a bivariate distribution of D ab and L c were

generated in order to fit WAXTS data of bone, cAp1 and cAp2.

Nonetheless, as shown in Fig. 3 for cAp1, accurate morphological

details did not provide exhaustive match of the experimental
AXTS patterns owing to the concomitant occurrence of size and

train broadening. We describe how the two effects have been

isentangled within the DSE modelling in the following. 

.3.2. Lattice strain model of apatite NPLs through the DSE method 

WAXTS analysis of bone, cAp1, cAp2 suggested that all data

xhibit peak broadening beyond finite-size effects. Fig. 3 a shows

ne of the case studies of the present work (red curves). Effects

f carbonate substitution on the apatite crystal lattice are typically

escribed in terms of detectable variation of the a and c lattice pa-

ameters [7 , 21] , resulting in contraction of the former and expan-

ion of the latter in the B-type replacement. Our analysis provided

he following lattice parameters: a = 9.4421(8) Å, c = 6.8840(2) Å

bone); a = 9.4645(6) Å, c = 6.8693(2) Å (cAp1); a = 9.4468(3) Å,

 = 6.8921(1) Å (cAp2). The similarity of the c values is in line

ith the comparable content of carbonate (Table S1) of the two

iomimetic samples (in the B-type substitution) and suggests

n akin carbonation level in the bone mineral [5–7] . As much

s observed in the samples of this work, carbonate/phosphate

eplacement has also been reported in nanoapatite in relation to

he broadening of Bragg peaks [71] , particularly effective in the

igh-angle region and normally attributed to distortion of the

deal crystal periodicity originated by strain effects [72] . 

In this regard, due to the reported material response along the

 and c axes (also supported by Molecular Dynamics simulations

7] ), the carbonate/phosphate replacement is expected to intrin-

ically drive anisotropic lattice strain broadening [71] . Indeed, an

sotropic model of lattice strain was firstly applied to our samples

by adjusting the adimensional parameter ε s = <ε 2 > 

1/2 , where ε
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Fig. 4. (a-c) Strain analysis of cAp1, cAp2 and bone through WAXTS-DSE method; 3D hypersurface of GoF versus εa and εb for (a) cAp1 (minimum GoF = 5.51 at εa = 2.2%, 

εb = 1.0%), (b) cAp2 (GoF = 7.93 at εa = 1.5%, εb = 1.0%) and (c) bone (GoF = 3.74 at εa = 0.9%, εb = 0.5%). 
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�r/r measures the relative radial inflation/deflation of the crystal

attice) but did not yield satisfactory fits. This result is exemplified

or cAp1 in Fig. 3 a and b, where the mismatch of the 002 reflection

s magnified (blue curves). 

An anisotropic lattice strain correction with different distor-

ions along distinct crystallographic directions (green curves in

ig. 3 a and b), was then considered based on a second-rank strain

ensor. The correction was managed by introducing the lattice

eformations in the atomistic model of apatite NPLs, very much as

escribed in ref. [73] . A strain tensor accounting for three indepen-

ent components along the a , b and c lattice parameters [ εa = �a/a

 ε11 in matrix notation) 	 = εb = �b/b ( ε22 ) and εc = �c/c ( ε33 )],

atching the morphological symmetry of platelets, was used.

n order to find the best strain tensor coefficients, a grid search

lgorithm was applied exploring the goodness of fit [GoF = square

oot of reduced χ2 ] statistical descriptor while varying the strain

arameters (with a 0.05% step) in a model where the other (struc-

ural and microstructural) parameters were kept fixed. Details of

he model construction, tricks used to speed up calculations and

xploration of the hypersurface of GoF vs strain parameters are

rovided in the Supplementary Methods and Fig. S4. 

We show in Fig. 4 a-c, for cAp1, cAp2 and bone, the 3D hyper-

urface of GoF vs εa and εb with εc fixed at its best value (0.40%

n cAp1 and bone, 0.30% in cAp2). The exploration is presented for

 single b/a ratio for each sample. Tests indicate a minimal depen-

ence on the b/a value for all strain parameters (within ±0.05%).

ll the maps, though characterized by relatively shallow minima,

uggest a marked anisotropy of the material response along the

ifferent crystallographic directions, εc systematically showing the

mallest (spanning in the 0.3%–0.4% range) and εa the largest val-

es (0.9% in bone and up to 2.2% in the synthetic materials). These

ndings indicate a limited c axis distortion, in agreement with

he apatite stiffness along this crystallographic direction found

y Deymier et al. [7] . The minimum GoF of each map was ob-

ained at the following strain parameters: ε a = 2.2%, ε b = 1.0% for

Ap1; ε a = 1.5%, ε b = 1.0% for cAp2 and ε a = 0.9%, ε b = 0.5% for bone

 Table 2 ). The “optimized” lattice strains were then combined with
ifferent b/a ratios (from 5 to 9) for each sample and all the ad-

ustable model parameters (sizes and dispersions, isotropic atomic

hermal displacement in the form of the Debye-Waller B factor,

a’s and O OH site occupancy factors (s.o.f.) were eventually relaxed.

Complete numerical results (NPLs sizes, dispersions, ACP quan-

ification, GoF’s) from this analysis are collected in Tables S6,

8-S10, from which two major findings can be highlighted: 1)

pon model optimization, the NPLs construction (namely the b/a

atio) has a very minor influence on the final morphological and

tructural parameters, with the notable exception of the width

despite of comparable GoFs) (Fig. S5); 2) the NPLs thickness keeps

eing the most robustly determined parameter. Notably, T M 

values

or apatite are comparable to SAXS-determined ones for the entire

PLs, with deviations less than 0.5 nm. Since the thickness esti-

ation is of utmost importance in studying the ACP surface layer

round the apatite core by combined SAXS/WAXTS analyses, one

ay question about inaccurate determination of the NPLs thickness

wing to possible parameters correlation effects. In this regard, ad-

itional tests were performed in order to further clarify the impact

n WAXTS analysis of relevant parameters such as the thickness

ispersion ( σT ), the related strain εa and the thickness/strain

orrelation. 

With reference to the thickness dispersion, model optimization

as replicated for each sample upon restraining σT / T N to reason-

bly low (30%, 40%) or medium (50%, 60%) values. The most rele-

ant results are shown in Fig. 5 a-c (the complete ones are provided

n Tables S11-S13); the best fitting curves in the figure refer to the

inimum GoF of each sample. 

The GoF plots indicate nearly unchanged T M 

≈ 3.6 nm for bone

patite ( Fig. 5 c) and suggest comparable pattern matching. T M 

alues within ± 1.0 nm are found for the biomimetic samples

 Fig. 5 a-b) at relative dispersion up to 50%. These findings con-

rm the robustness of the (mass-based) thickness information re-

rieved by WAXTS analysis for apatite platelets, particularly when

ssociated to moderate dispersions. T N values exhibit the tendency

o shrink while combining to progressively larger σT ; averages

emain within ± 1 nm. 
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Fig. 5. WAXTS data (black dots) and best fits (red curves) provided by the DSE method using a population of apatite NPLs for (a) cAp1, (b) cAp2 and (c) bone; the blue 

curves describe the scattering contribution from the ACP component; the gray solid lines at the bottom show the residual between experimental and calculated pattern. Left 

insets: GoF versus σT / T N (%) (left y axis, blue diamonds) and parallel T N , T M behaviours (right y axis, black squares and dots, respectively). The length of the entire vertical 

bars corresponds to the standard deviation ( σT ) of the thickness distribution function and not to the thickness uncertainty. Right insets: ACP and apatite (Ap) quantification 

for each sample. 
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ones. Table 2 summarizes all these values. The refined structural 
Aiming at deeper exploring also size/strain correlation effects,

an alternative strain solution was analysed for the cAp2 sample

at εa = 2.0% (GoF = 8.18 in Fig. 4 b), to be compared to the mini-

mum of the map at εa = 1.5% (GoF = 7.93). Slightly larger T N were

obtained ( ∼3.3 nm v s ∼2.9 on average, see Table S9) upon χ2 

minimization, counterbalancing the additional strain-driven peak
roadening; however, the new thickness/strain model provides

lightly poorer match with the experimental data (GoF = 7.3 vs 7.0).

With this strategy, the best WAXTS-DSE model was selected

or each sample in terms of b/a ratio, lattice strains, T M 

, W M 

, L M 

nd their σ values, to be used in combination with the SAXS
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Fig. 6. Mass-averaged T M (squares) and number-averaged T N (dots) provided by four different SAXS models (disc-shape with Schulz-Zimm (S-Z) or lognormal (LogN) poly- 

dispersity; DSE-based disc and NPLs models) and by the WAXTS-DSE analysis, for bone (a), cAp1 (b) and cAp2 (c). T SAXS refers to the average of the four models in cAp1 and 

cAp2, and to the S-Z for bone. Horizontal stripes 0.5 nm wide provide a reference for evaluating the T M and T N spreading for each sample. The length of the entire vertical 

bars corresponds to the standard deviation ( σT ) of the thickness distribution function and not to the thickness uncertainty. Sketches of the apatite-ACP core-shell model (d), 

consistent with T SAXS > T Ap , and the core-crown model (e), consistent with T SAXS ≈ T Ap. 
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arameters (isotropic B factors and s.o.f. of Ca ions) are given in

able S14. The resulting Ca/P ratios of the apatite core are also

alculated (1.61 in bone, 1.62 in cAp1 and 1.65 in cAp2). Note that

he presence of the amorphous component makes these values not

omparable to those (experimentally derived) reported in Table S1.

Finally, for sake of completeness, a Rietveld model is pre-

ented for the bone data in Supplementary Methods and Fig.

6. The model uses a phenomenological description of finite-size

from needle shaped crystals) and strain peak broadening (from

n anisotropic strain model obeying the hexagonal apatite sym-

etry). The thickness of 12 nm is obtained for the needles (four

imes larger than the DSE nanoplates), in disagreement with SAXS

esults. The strain parameters (constrained to a bi-axial model) in-

icate a lower distortion along the c axis than in the ab plane, in

ine with the DSE finding. 
.4. Combining SAXS and WAXTS analyses: towards a core-crown 

odel for bone 

The results from SAXS and WAXTS analyses, previously dis-

ussed in terms of different model constructions, parameters cor-

elations, strength and weakness points, are combined to (ideally)

llocate the amorphous content around the apatite crystalline core.

o this aim, highly reproducible mass-average thickness (jointly to

easonable thickness dispersions) measuring that of either the en-

ire core-shell platelets (by SAXS, T SAXS hereafter) or the apatite

ore (by WAXTS, T Ap hereafter), and the amorphous quantification

btained through WAXTS analysis, are considered. 

In this regard, we compare in Fig. 6 a-c T M 

and T N values (and

elative dispersions) provided by all models applied in this work

o bone, cAp1 and cAp2. For bone, SAXS thickness is solely linked
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to the disc-shape model with Schulz-Zimm polydispersity ( Fig.

6 a), which also accounts for significant concentration and aggre-

gation effects. As deeply discussed in ref. [37] , owing to these ef-

fects and the large polydispersity, some caution is suggested about

the accuracy of T SAXS . For the two biomimetic samples ( Fig. 6 b-c),

the thickness values from four different SAXS models (disc-shape

with Schulz-Zimm (S-Z) or lognormal (LogN) polydispersity; DSE-

based disc and NPLs) agree within 0.5 nm at most, suggesting the

very minor dependence of both T M 

and T N on the fitting model.

However, to make further discussions independent of any specific

model, T SAXS is averaged over the four values and taken as ref-

erence for cAp1 and cAp2. Deviations are 0.20 nm ( T N ) and 0.16

nm ( T M 

) for cAp1; 0.23 nm ( T N ) and 0.22 nm ( T M 

) for cAp2, with

model-dependent variations of about 4% ( T M 

) and 8.5% ( T N ). Worth

of note, mass-based values, more appropriate to treat volume-

dependent properties, will be considered while discussing T SAXS vs

T Ap . 

Looking at Fig. 6 a-c, we notice that T Ap nearly matches T SAXS 

in bone and cAp1, whereas a slightly larger deviation is observed

in cAp2. Inspired by these findings, two alternative models may

be inferred to describe the spatial relationship between the ap-

atite core and the ACP-like surface layer, as sketched in Fig. 6 d-e:

1) a core-shell like model, consistent with T SAXS > T Ap and allocat-

ing the amorphous component homogeneously all around the crys-

talline core ( Fig. 6 d); 2) a core-crown like model, consistent with

T SAXS ≈ T Ap and allocating the amorphous component mainly along

the width and length edges of the crystalline core ( Fig. 6 e). Quanti-

tative estimates are listed in Table 3 , along with the ACP wt% pro-

vided by WAXTS analysis. 

Notably, results concerning the bone sample point to the core-

crown like model with a vanishing ACP-like surface layer on the

basal faces of the apatite platelets. ( T SAXS – T Ap )/ T SAXS never exceeds

6% (calculated for T Ap in Tables S10 and S13). This finding envi-

sions a spatial distribution of the disordered surface layer around

the crystalline core in bone mineral that may open new scenar-

ios on the mineral surface reactivity and crystallization/dissolution

process and/or their dependence on the wet or dry state of bone.

To a better comprehension of this issue, extensive studies of new

bone samples, possibly at different stage of maturation, are neces-

sary. Possible aggregation/concentration and/or model-dependent

effects on the accuracy of T SAXS and T Ap values cannot be ruled

out [37] . Nevertheless, reasonable deviations would lead, at most,

to the occurrence of an ultrathin ACP-like layer (along the thick-

ness) much thinner than the existent models (0.8 nm) [14] . Alter-

natively, an ultrathin disordered apatite surface preserving a high

degree of coherence with the underlying crystalline arrangement

may be considered and would still be consistent with the proposed

model. Additional effort s are needed to further improve the cur-

rent atomistic models in this direction. As per the lateral extent

of the amorphous crown, a reliable estimate is difficult to recover

from our combined SAXS/WAXTS analysis, owing to the limited in-

formation on the lateral size of platelets. For bone, based on the

quantification of the amorphous component in Table 3 (31.6 wt%)

and taking width and length from Table 2 of the apatite core, we

calculate that the crown extends outwards for about 3.1 nm (1.9

nm if number-averaged values are used). Details can be found in

the Supplementary Methods. 

The analysis of the biomimetic samples partially confirms the

bone core-crown model. Parallel results are obtained for cAp1,

for which a very minor amount ( ∼7 wt%) of the total amorphous

(31.5 wt%) is covering the basal faces, the remaining fraction

being able to form a ∼1.2 nm wide crown. In contrast, results for

cAp2 are more consistent with a core-shell like structure and a

homogeneously distributed ACP-like surface layer, though slightly

thinner ( ∼ 0.4 nm on the basal faces and ∼0.6 nm on the lateral

ones) than the most recent reported value for bone (0.8 nm) [14] .
he dissimilar amorphous location in the two biomimetic samples

ay be explained by the different crystallization conditions, in

he presence of different cations of the phosphate salt. Indeed,

patite was detected by XRPD after 30 min of maturation in cAp2

several hours in cAp1). The longer maturation time (96 h vs 24

), favouring the ACP-to-apatite transformation, leads to thicker

latelets and a lower amount of residual ACP (23.3 vs 31.5 wt%). 

. Conclusions 

A complex atomic-to-nanometer scale modelling combining X-

ay scattering experiments in the small and wide-angle regions has

een proposed to quantitatively investigate the relationship be-

ween the crystalline apatite core and the amorphous surface layer

n bone and biomimetic samples, as dry powders. According to

AXS analysis, bone mineral and synthetic materials, all exhibit a

ingle nanoparticle morphology, consisting of thin nanoplates. Ac-

ording to WAXTS analysis, nanoplatelets of apatite coexist with an

morphous component and show nearly equal thickness to SAXS

latelets. Overall, the results are consistent with a core-crown like

tructure, envisioning an alternative, never hypothesized before,

patial interconnection between the apatite core and its amor-

hous surface layer. These findings are of high relevance in terms

f mineral surface reactivity, crystallization/dissolution process, in-

eractions with cells and a number of extracellular components, in-

luding water, collagen, non-collagenous proteins. Extensive stud-

es of new bone samples at different stages of maturation are nec-

ssary to corroborate the results here presented over a larger set

f experimental observations. New investigations would also create

he opportunity for strengthening the method and improving the

odels currently developed to treat this important class of biomin-

rals. Even more detailed models treating carbonate/phosphate

ubstitutions at the atomistic level are also of high relevance. 

On the methodological side, the method here presented is able

o provide a number of quantitative information of compositional,

tructural, defective, size and morphological nature. Results on the

iomimetic samples suggest that small differences, introduced by

lightly changing the synthetic conditions, can be captured by the

ethod here proposed. This opens the way to elucidating the role

hat the diverse synthetic parameters may play in the crystalliza-

ion process, in controlling growth and morphology of the crys-

alline core and the spatial location of the amorphous component.

urther advances may be expected through the use of combined

AXS/WAXTS in synergy with spectroscopic techniques that have

reatly raised the knowledge level in the biomineralization field. 
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